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Abstract 
 
Glycerol titration distinguished from free water the local hydration shell involved in 
ATPase transition from active to inactive, with cooperativity for water n=16. Rat brain 
cortex: NE-stimulated and its basal AC in the absence of free Mg2+, allows a refractive 
state of AC with negative cooperativity for MgATP and ATP4-. The erythrocyte-Hb 
system operates as a metabolic sensor to match glucose availability with the release of 
Hb-carried, O2 and Mg2+ at CSF. [Mg(H2O)6](H2O)122+ by chelating either a protein or 
ATP4- losses most of its hydration shell. The ion pump ATPase by forming ADP3- 
releases an incompletely hydrated Mg2+, which could capture H2O from either 
[Na.(H2O)6]+ or [K.(H2O)6]+. Thus, sieve-sizing their hydration shells for fitting into 
Na+-pump channels. An AC refractory period may participate in STM. Mg2+ with 
cooperativity n=3.7 activates NE-AC. CREB-generated receptors coupled by Mg2+ may 
modulate hydration shells-dependent oscillations for retrieval of LTM. 
 
Key works: hydrated ATPase, refractory adenylate cyclase, hydration shells sizing, 
Mg2+-coupling, Hb-O2/Mg2+-carrier, CREB stability, LTM retrieval.  
 
It was undertaken the elucidation of the links between the hydration shell chemistry of 
proteins [1] in signal propagation and memory affirmation [2] [3] [4]. Experimental 
findings and theoretical ones were applied to characterize and model a mechanism of 
protein, ion-hydration coupling in molecular signal-electrogenic transduction. 
 
The characterization of a norepinephrine (NE)-stimulated adenylyl cyclase (AC) [EC 
4.6.1.1] of rat brain cortex and corpus striatum [5] indicated that cAMP could be 
involved in the function of memory pathways. This conjecture had experimental support 
from many laboratories and has been successfully generalized as behavior-cAMP linked 
models [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. 
 
However, it also requires validation of physicochemical parameters, which allow 
encoding brain states, and their retrieval, at the molecular level [7] [10] [11]. An 
applicable mechanism has to restrict thermic equilibrium [12] [2] [13] [14], which at the 
protein structure level, may result in a background random noise, equivalent to 
0.7kcal/mol at 37oC. 
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The strength of H-bonds: O−H…: O (5.0 kcal/mol), N−H…: N (3.1 kcal/mol), 
N−H…:O (1.9 kcal/mol) HO−H…:OH3+ (4.3kcal/mol) [15] allows differentiating 
thermic-mediated oscillations [16] from hydration shell-mediated, oscillatory changes 
of molecular reactivity [13]. This suggests a major role for hydration-mediated 
conformational changes of proteins. These processes interact through the reordering of 
H-bonds for energy- and signal-transduction [2] [17] [18] in electrogenic membranes. 
 
The lipid configuration of a cellular membrane allows proteins sidedness, which 
involves restricted water reactivity at hydrophobic local sites. The changes in quaternary 
structure, involves a dissipative potential, from a hydration shell as H2O-donor to a 
subsequent acceptor shell of a protein. This process become eventually coupled to heat 
equilibrium with H2O-cluster (H2O)n, H-bond dynamics and outflow through 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) renewal [13] [14].  
 
A spontaneous reactivity order with time restricted thermic equilibrium could be 
described by water exchanges between hydration shells. Chaotropic 
[Mg(H2O)6](H2O)122+ as a ligand with a protein loses most of its hydration sphere to 
form a bi-, tetra- or hexavalent coordinative chelate complex. Hence, when the latter 
breaks down Mg2+, is released with a partially hydrated shell. The value of its ∆E or  
thermodynamic tendency [15] to complete its own shell, could be used to predict if and 
when Mg2+ ions could subtract water from chaotropic [Na(H2O)6]+, generating 
[Na(H2O)3]+. The latter could subtract H2O from kosmotropic [K(H2O)6]+ to form 
[K(H2O)3]+. This dissipative ion-water structures conforms a thermodynamic [13] [14] 
chain which has as donor/receptor of last recourse becomes (H2O)n [19] [20] [21] [22]. 
 
Networks of interacting hydration shells, mediated by the structural changes of H-
bonding in turnover, do appear capable to function as carriers of information-signaling 
and lead to evaluate its functional parameters. This may involve synchronizing the 
Na+/K+ ion pump [23], with neurotransmitter dependent activation of adenylyl cyclase 
(NE-AC) [5]. The latter forms the cAMP required to act as promoters (CREB) [9]. 
These ones modulate neuronal DNA transcription [6], to support a role in memory 
affirmation processes [17] involved in long-term memory (LTM) [24] [3]. 
 
Methods 
 
Preparation of heat-activated ATPase 
 
The chloroplast membrane preparation of CF1 (ATP synthase) containing negligible 
ATPase activity, was purified with DEAE-Sephadex A-50 and diluted in 20mM ATP in 
10% v/v glycerol. A 2 mg/ml of this solution of CF1-ATPase could be stored for months 
at -60oC. Defrosted and diluted samples of this preparation were used to prepare tritium-
labeled acetyl-CF1, which required Mg2+ or Ca2+ for its binding to CF1-depleted 
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chloroplast membranes. A heat-treatment of this preparation of latent-ATPase 
suppressed its Mg2+-dependence for binding to an ATPase-depleted membrane, and its 
capacity to stimulate photophosphorylation [25]. To develop its Ca2+-dependent ATPase 
activity, the CF1 preparation was heated in a water bath at 65º for 3min, in a medium 
containing 20mM ATP, 1mM EDTA, 20mM CaCl2, 0.2% bovine serum albumin, and 
50mM Tris-Cl. Heating was stopped by a rapid cooling procedure, consisting of the 
addition of equal volume of ice-cold 0.1M Tris-Cl, pH=8. Thus, allowing to incubate at 
37oC the samples of Ca2+-dependent ATPase, included in the mixtures reported under 
fig.1. The inorganic phosphate released was measured by the method of Chen [26]. 
 
Preparation of EDTA-treated adenylyl cyclase 
 
The brain of rats killed by decapitation at 4oC were sliced and separately collected to 
obtain cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, and corpus striatum slices in ice-cold 2mM-
Tris/HCl buffer/10mM-NaCl/10mM-KCl/5µM-EDTA at final pH=7.4. The tissues were 
homogenized in a motor-driven glass homogenizer at 400rev/min for 2min. The 
homogenate was centrifuged at 2400rev/min for 20min and the supernatant fraction was 
discarded, the pellet was washed by resuspension with a vortex mixer. The washing 
procedure was repeated twice. This EDTA-treated adenylyl cyclase (AC) particulate 
preparations were stored at -70oC and used after thawing for 30min at 24oC [5]. cAMP 
formed was measured by a modification of the Gilman method [27]. The assay reactants 
added to the reaction mixture: 1.25pmol of cyclic[3H]AMP (NH4+ salt containing 8000 
c.p.m.) and 15 to 30 µg of binding protein prepared from fresh bovine muscle by the 
method of Miyamoto et.al. [28]. 
 
Results 
 
Hydration shell modulation of the responsiveness of an ATPase active site 
 
A water requirement for the transition state from active to inactive was measured as a 
function of a glycerol saturation curve, on a previously purified heat-activated ATPase 
[8]. 
 
Fig.1.a) shows the obtained data in a Lineweaver-Burk plot, as a function of the 
ATPase activity in dependence of the molarity of H2O. The mixed appearance of the 
plot fig.1.a), may be simply explained by the H2O saturation interactions at two very 
similar active sites of the protein molecule. 
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Figure 1. a) Linewaever-Burk plot. 3.7µg of heat-activated ATPase-CF1 50mM Tricine-NaOH, 
8mM ATP-CaCl2 pH=8 with glycerol additions, subtracting H2O from the hydration shell of ATPase in a 
final 1.25ml were incubated at 37ºC for 10min. Pi was measured and zero time blanks were done for 
each activity assayed. Since the plot resulted in a curve the initial ATPase activity: v=9.57 µmoles 
Pi/min/mg was used as Vmax app. b) Hill Plot:  The concentration of pure water: [H2O]=1000/18=55.5 
M. Addition of 1.6 M glycerol decreases by 50% the optimal hydration state ATPase HS50=49.5M H2O. 
The initial activity was use as Vmax app. Applying Hill equation, 
]log[Klog[L]n v))v/(V(log dmax −=− , in which L=47.3/55.5, Kd(H2O)=13.75, obtained n=16. 
 
Applying the Hill plot, fig.1.b), it was possible to detect some superposition between 
two hydration tendencies, but the methodology was not sensitive enough to obtain 
separated hydration curves. Therefore, the Hill equation was used to determine the 
cooperative number of H2O required, to optimize the local hydration shell(s) of the 
active site(s) of ATPase. As a coordinative ligand of ATPase, H2O interacts with a 
cooperative value: n=16. 
      
Divalent ions like Mg2+, when forming chelate-complexes like MgATP, must loss most 
of their hydration shells. Divalent metals tend to form with oxygen containing ligands, 
complexes resistant to dissociation like MgATP Kd=5x10-5M [29]. Furthermore, 
multivalent metals could form chelating complexes with electronegative atoms, which 
are closed positioned by the R-groups within a protein. The α-carbons (Cα) of His-
groups and other R-groups allow rotation when a chelate complex breakdown and 
releases the divalent metal, within an incompletely hydrated shell. 
 
Therefore, completing the hydration shell of the ion Mg2+ may depend from a water 
donor like the hydration spheres of other ions or proteins. The lipid enclosure of 
proteins within a membrane, may favor that incomplete hydrated Mg2+ reacts with 
proteins than with (H2O)n. Resolution-reconstitution studies [25] show that ATPase 
requires Mg2+ and a lipid extract, to bind with the resolved ATPase-depleted membrane. 
Homology between (Na++K+), K+- and Ca2+-ATPases [30] allows to infer that in these 
enzymes, H2O by forming hydration shells, stabilize protein conformational changes.  
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The chain of events indicates that the association-dissociation thermodynamic ordering 
may also implicate (H2O)n. The process of H-bonds break down and reorganization may 
follow a decrease in free energy. The strength of H-bonding of H2O between N atoms in 
an R-group of hemoglobin (Hb) is larger than the H-bond between two water molecules 
within a cluster. Stoichiometry may involve the breaking of more than two H-bonds in 
the cluster.   
 
The stoichiometry of 16 H2O per one molecule of ATPase, shown at fig.1.b, indicates 
that conformational change related to the number of H-bonds decreasing in the cluster, 
could become potentiated by the number of H2O exchanged. Endergonic release of 
hydration water from proteins may depend of coupling with an in common exergonic 
agent. Ion Mg2+ binding allow a signaling network controlled by the dissociation state 
of Mg2+. Turnover of the protein-metal complex for releasing the metal may depend on 
the number of H2O, participating in each of the protein states. Turnover shift between 
metal complexes and free proteins became balance by the hydration state allowing an 
overall decrease in free energy, driven by the entropy increase within (H2O)n.  
 
According to its hydrated state a released Mg2+ would have the tendency to increment 
water coordination to complete its hydration shell. The strength order for such process, 
is shown simplified by not including all intermediate species, follows: [Mg(H2O)2]2+, … 
[Mg(H2O)6]2+, and the water saturated specie …[Mg(H2O)6](H2O)122+, ∆E: 70.9, … 
24.5 and 13.1 kcal/mol respectively [15]. The corresponding charge effective q(Mg): 
+1.64,… +1.29 and +1.13, respectively [15]. Hence, Mg2+ shows versatility in its 
tendency for completion of its hydration shells. It is assumed a central role for Mg2+ as a 
driving force, for coupling dipolar charge mediated conformational changes of 
membrane proteins [18].  
 
Mg2+-dependent responsiveness of adenylyl cyclase to neurotransmitter 
 
Adrenergic nerve fibers make up the sympathetic nervous system which releases the 
neurotransmitter norepinephrine (NE) at the synapse, or junction. Alterations in the 
endogenous cyclic AMP could be caused by changes in metabolic conditions, for 
example, as the inhibition of phosphodiesterase-dependent breakdown of cyclic AMP. 
The isolation from rat’s brain of adenylyl cyclase (AC) [EC 4.6.1.1] and 
characterization for its neurotransmitter responsiveness [5], allowed evaluation of a 
possible role of the enzyme in cAMP-dependent memory processes. NE activation, 
when Mg2+ is in excess of substrate, of an isolated AC from brain, was first reported for 
cortex and corpus striatum [5] [31]. The enzyme relates to a network of tissues [32] [33] 
supporting brain activity [24] by their in common response to the modification of free 
ionic Mg2+, by changes in the concentration of chelating metabolites.  
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Figure 2. Hill Plots of the separate effects of: (a) MgATP, (b) ATP4- and (c) Total added MgCl2, on 
AC when the concentration of Mg2+ does not exceed the one required to form substrate MgATP. 
100µg samples of EDTA-treated membrane preparations of rat’s brain cortex were assayed for AC-
activity at constant 1mM-ATP4- and increasing MgCl2 without exceeding the one required for the 
formation of the substrate MgATP = Total added MgCl2. Responsiveness to: □) Total MgCl2 basal (4); o) 
+ 0.1mM-norephinephrine (4); ∆) : +0.1mM-norephinephrine and +0.3mM-CaCl2 (4). Multiple 
equilibrium equations and dissociation constants for MgATP were solved to obtain the separate 
concentrations of a) MgATP, b) ATP4- at the total added c) MgCl2. 
 
The Hill Plots in fig.2 shows that by solving multiple equilibrium equations was 
possible to separate the effect of MgATP and ATP4- on AC activity, when total added 
MgCl2 concentration does not exceeds the required for forming its substrate MgATP. 
Characterization of the enzyme incubated with NE, and the one with this 
neurotransmitter, plus added Ca2+ indicate negative cooperativity for either the substrate 
MgATP, fig.2a), or ATP-4, fig.2.b). This response to total MgCl2 at constant 1mM-
ATP4- fig.2.c) reflects that the scarce concentration of the dissociated specie Mg2+ from 
MgATP Kd=5×10-5 M. The ion Mg2+ concentration in the mixture is shown as 
insufficient for reaching the concentration required, for a refractive form of the enzyme 
structure to become converted into an active Mg2+-enzyme-complex [31]. 
 
This property may allow an Mg2+-dependent cycle of AC responsiveness. This one may 
allow a refractive period lacking AC activity allowing dependence from a brain area 
stimulus, leading to increase the demand for O2 and Mg2+ at CSF. At the neuronal 
cytoplasmic level and AC refractive state, may favor coupling with an Mg2+ donor like 
the Na+/K+-ATPase. The latter, catalyzes the breakdown of MgATP to forms MgADP, 
kd=10-4 M, phosphate2- and incompletely hydrated free Mg2+. Hence, it could be infer 
that the enzyme appears to be evolutionary adapted to participate in physiological 
refractive states. Thus, time-superpositioned events may be conflictive with LTM-
processing, e.g., reflecting that vision-recording needs about 1/10 s. 
 
Hence, a cycle of refractive versus active states of AC may lead to cytoplasmic 
modulation of cAMP level, which could become signal pulses. Fig.3 shows that a full 
stimulation effect on the enzyme by NE relates to the availability of free ion Mg2+, 
saturating AC. 
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Figure 3. a) Saturation curve of ion Mg2+ in excess of constant ATP4- on adenylyl cyclase. 100µg of 
protein from the EDTA-AC-membrane preparation in 40mM-tricina/Tris-buffer, pH= 7.4, 6.67mM-
caffeine and constant 1mM ATP (Sigma: purified horse muscle containing 1.5%GTP) and addition of 
MgCl2 for a saturation curve in 0.5ml final volume were incubated at 25°C for 1h in the presence of 
0.1mM-norepinephrine (NE Vmax=214) and its absence (basal Vmax=76±7(4)). Plotted data o) the 
difference between: +0.1mM-norepinephrine and basal curves. 
 
Fig.3.b) shows that the curve obtained from the difference between the NE-activated 
and the basal saturation curves, was plotted versus the free ionic concentration of Mg2+, 
obtained by solving multiple equilibrium equations [34] [35].  
 
A basal sigmoidal cooperativity for Mg2+ n=2.6 could result from the saturation 
requirement of the ion to increase the substrate concentration of MgATP and the 
decrease of ATP4- inhibitory effect,  plus a requirement for the cyclizing reaction and/or 
activatory site [31]. 
 
Ca2+ has been shown for the transmembrane AC of brain to be inhibitory [5]. Ca2+ has 
been postulated to function as activatory, for a different soluble enzyme, sAC, in other 
physiological systems [36]. 
 
In presence of NE the brain AC shows cooperativity for Mg2+ n=3.7, fig.3.b), indicating 
other participating Mg2+ interacting sites in addition to these present for basal AC. The 
hormonal AC activity of fat cells shows a similar or higher Mg2+ cooperativity values, 
for several activatory hormones [32]. Hence, an additional Mg2+ binding site could be 
postulated to meditate the coupling of the NE receptor with AC and/or for the binding 
of AC to the electrogenic membrane. A divalent metal participation in the binding of 
membrane receptors includes GTP-binding regulatory proteins, ionotropic receptors, 
oxytocin receptor, etc. 
 
Hemoglobin efficiently transports O2 and Mg2+, which by 2,3-DPG mutual 
exclusion are released within CSF 
 
The Hb structure is well known and its cooperativity for O2 has been widely 
documented [37]. Homotropic models will surge from the equilibrium of Hb 
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oxygenation as the function of only pO2 and ∆pH. Physiologically, heterotropic 
interactions of Hb could result from the presence of the O2-binding inhibitor 2,3-DPG 
and the divalent metals Zn2+ and Mg2+ in the erythrocyte [37] [38] [39]. The relationship 
between structure and function of Hb was examined to show evidence for Hb acting as a 
carrier of Mg2+ [40]. Hence, allowing a homeostatic matching of 4O2 and 2Mg2+, to 
supply the requirements for aerobic glycolysis and for Mg2+ availability in support of 
AC neurotransmitter responsiveness.  
 
The denomination of histidines R-group as Zn2+- as well as Mg2+-fingers could be 
applied to their role, within Hb, in the course of its oxygenation vs. de-oxygenation 
processes, fig.3. The complexes (O2)4Hb-(Zn2+)2 and (O2)4Hb-(Mg2+)2 formed in the 
lungs, interact at lower pO2 with 2,3-DPG to form 2,3-DPG-deoxyHb complexes, 
forcing the release of partially hydrated Mg2+ and O2 in CSF [37] [40] [41] [42]. 
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Figure 4. Hb model illustrating that Cα−dynamics by rotating R-groups could reach the allosteric 
distance between a β2-Heme and a α1-Heme. Only the interaction at the β2α1 interphase is illustrated. 
Hb crevices hold the two β-Hemes in between the groups Hisβ63 and Hisβ92, and the two α-Hemes in 
between His58 and His87. In the oxygenation sequence (in broken lines: ------) the Fe2+ atoms which in 
the deoxyHb ( ) were within the internal face of Hemes move to the external one to react with O2 ( ).  
 
Fig.4 shows O2 forming H-bonds with distal histidines: Hisβ263, Hisα158, Hisβ163 and 
Hisα258. One divalent metal, Zn2+ or Mg2+, fits at the interphase β2α1 and another 
divalent metal at β1α2. 
 
Fig.4 shows that during oxygenation the proximal His β292 could no longer attract the 
Heme Fe2+ because by Cα-rotation could participate jointly with Hisβ2143 in the 
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chelation of one Mg2+ atom. Another divalent metal became chelated by Hisβ192 and 
Hisβ1143. 
 
Hence, in the deoxygenation events (in solid lines: _____) the proximal histidines reverse 
Cα-rotation reaching positions allowing to attract the Fe2+ atoms. 
 
Also, both Hisβ143 groups became released from the metal chelating sites and 
participate in the binding of 2,3-DPG. 
 
Fig.4 illustrates that the participation of Zn2+ and/or Mg2+ in the dynamical integration 
of R-groups within the subunits interphase, allows to cover the allosteric distance of 
2.33nm between Heme β2 to Heme α1, and the similar one between Heme β1 to Heme 
α2. Thus, allowing that the Fe2+ became less tilted and positioned within the outer side 
of the Heme-plane for oxygenation 
 
In peripheral tissues the deoxygenation events are promoted by a pH decrease, which 
allows an N atom of the amphoteric imidazole ring with pKa of 6.5 to bind protons, and 
react as an imino group of decreased affinity for divalent metals. However, at the CSF 
homeostatic pH=7.4 the increase in 2,3-DPG, attracts both β2 and β1 His143, fig.4, 
which by Cα-rotation became part of a single 2,3-DPG binding pocket. This one 
additionally conformed by the His 2 and Lys 82 of the two β chains. DeoxyHb became 
stabilized by salt links between Aspβ 94 and Hisβ 146 located in the same chain at both 
β1 and β2 chains. Additionally, salt links are formed between subunits as described and 
in the corresponding reverse ordering: α1 terminal-COO− …NH3+-α2 terminal, α2 126 
Asp− …Arg+ α1 141, plus β1 terminal-COO− …Lys+ 40 α2 [37]. Oxygenation breaks 
down these salt links of deoxyHb, the one in the β subunits between Asp94 and His146 
became coordinate to the Mg2+ ion [37]. 
 
Hence, the ligands mass-action lead Hb to an equilibrium response for mutually 
inclusive interactions of increasing the divalent metals concentration and pO2, allowing 
the simultaneous exclusion of 2,3-DPG and H+ [40]. 
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Figure 5. At the CSF level the exergonic binding of 2,3-DPG to Hb is coupled with the endergonic 
release of O2 and Mg2+.  The proximal histidines, Hisβ92 and Hisα87, during binding of 2,3-DPG 
became released from the Mg2+ binding site to attract Heme Fe2+ promoting deoxygenation. The 
endergonic release of Mg2+ became balance by the exergonic coordination of water molecules with the 
negative atoms of the R-groups. The N atom of a His R-group reacts with H2O for the exergonic 
formation of an H-bond: O-H….:N 6.9 kcal/mol, which could be compared with the endergonic 
breakdown of an H-bond in a cluster (H2O)n: O−H…:O 5.0 kcal/mol. Hence, the overall balance of H-
bond formation and breakdown attenuates heat-exchanges, maintaining temperature homeostasis. The 
typical length of an H-bond in water is 0.197nm. 
 
The amphoteric proximal His R-group by Cα-rotation leaves its position at 5th 
coordination position of the Fe2+ to enter into the Mg2+-hexa-chelating structure shown 
in fig.5. As illustrated oxygenation promote the octahedral arrangement of Hb R-groups 
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around Mg2+, which allows the rupture of the salt links between Aspβ94 and His146 
previously stabilizing deoxyHb. 
 
A sensor role of the erythrocyte-Hb system responds to an increase in the level of 
glucose in blood, increasing its uptake by the red cell. The increase in the sugar 
phosphates intermediates of anaerobic glycolysis reduces the endogenous concentration 
of free divalent metals. This effect inhibits the Mn2+-dependent peroxidase activity and 
decreases the HMP pathway generation of NADPH [43] and reduces the activity of the 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
 
At the level of the CSF, the 2,3-DPG mutase of the Rapoport-Luebering glycolytic 
shunt has an activating optimum pH=7.4 and from 1,3-phosphoglycerate forms 2,3-
DPG. 
 
The latter, an Hb ligand with a ∆G= −5.7Kcal/mol may bind first with Hisβ2143 
initiating a decrease in the chelating interactions of Hb with Mg2+. As illustrated in fig.5 
there is no need of a pH change to drive deoxygenation of Hb. This is done, by a 
progression of conformational changes, allowing at both Hb-interphases that the His2 
and Lys82 complete the R-group structure holding in a single pocket 2,3-DPG to form 
the 2,3-DPG-deoxyHb complex. The binding of 2,3-DPG shows a mutually exclusive 
relationship with that of O2 and Mg2+ [40]. 
 
Cooperativity may be reflected in the progression of the 2,3-DPG binding event 
inducing conformational changes. In this the tendency of H2O to form H-bonds with the 
negative atoms of one of the R-groups, facilitates similar effect on the other R-groups. 
This effect progressively reduces from hexa-, to tetra-, to bi-dentate, the metal-Hb-
complex allowing a cooperative release of O2 and Mg2+. 
 
Kosmotropic versus chaotropic tendencies adjust the size of the hydration shells of 
Na+ and K+ ions for fitting into their gate-dynamical turnover at the Na+-ion-pump 
 
Kosmotropes ions organize water into its hydration shell and have the tendency to 
subtract water from chaotrope ions like [K(H2O)6]+. To the first group belong 
[Na(H2O)6]+ with hexagonal geometry in the first water layer and [Mg(H2O)6](12H2O)2+  
with octahedral geometry in the first and second layers. 
 
Fig.6 illustrate that the differential strength between the tendencies of ions to complete 
their hydration shells allows directional reactivity. Moreover, the interactions of water 
depend of the different and variable stabilities for structuring H-bonds. Exclusion from 
hydrophobic regions of the protein-lipid electrogenic membrane and the proteins 
themselves allow one sided distribution of ligand water sites. 
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The dissipative states of water-protein structures [14] involve the break and reform of 
H-bonds, which occur within femtoseconds. If this were only a thermic event the 
molecule could have a non-local conformation change and a non-spatially directed 
vibrational state. 
 
The nerve impulse allows Na+ from the CSF to enter in the cytoplasm side of the 
membrane to manifest a positive charge. Charge rearrangement may allow that the Mg2+ 
interacting with the membrane could be released as a less hydrated ion. Breaking a 
coordinative Mg2+-membrane complex is endergonic and its forming is exergonic. This 
effect could couple charge exchanges with energy transduction as electrons displace 
within the electrogenic membrane. 
 
If changes in hydration shells are inferred for ion translocation at the Na+-pump [23] 
and at the ATPase, these two processes may cross-couple for partial loss of the hydric 
shells of Na+ and K+ to adapt their sizes [44] to corresponding gate (fig.6). 
 
There could be partially hydrated species of Mg2+, because to form a chelate the 
divalent metal has to loss most of its hydration shells. Therefore, when the MgATP, 
oxyHb-Mg2+ and other Mg2+-chelating metabolites complexes, break or dissociate could 
release Mg2+, surrounded by an incompletely saturated hydric shell (fig.6).  
 
Hence, an unsaturated hydric shell of the Mg2+ ion is capable to subtract water from 
hexa-hydrated sodium ion, [Na(H2O)6]+ to form [Na(H2O)3]+, even if the more fully 
hydrated shell of Mg2+, may loss water to a less hydrated specie of Na+. The latter, 
chaotropic strength could capture H2O from the kosmotropic [K(H2O)6]+  to generate 
tetrahydrated [K(H2O)4]+ and trihydrated complexes [K(H2O)3]+ (fig.6). 
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Figure 6. Mg-driven Interaction of ion-hydration shells for the coupling of Na+/K+-ATPase 
and adenylyl cyclase… The Na+-in channel and the K+-out channel open as a function of 
changing potential ∆V. MgATP breakdown by the ion pump-ATPase is required for releasing Mg2+ 
which when in excess of substrate became activatory of basal and NE stimulated AC.  
 
The sizing of the hydration shell of Na+ is widely accepted as required for the ion to 
penetrate into its channel at the Na+-pump in order to reach the interior side of the 
membrane. The tendency to complete ion hydration shells became synchronized for 
nerve impulse. In the interior surface of the membrane [(3H2O).Na+] should react with 
[(6H2O).K+] and the generated [(2H2O).K+] may be able to transit its channel [44]. The 
Mg2+-driven hydric coupling for ionic translocation decreases the magnitude of ∆G<0. 
 
Dipolar molecular charge-cycles could allow to model the hydrated states of ions and 
protein dynamics of an ATPase for coupling with Na+/K+-pump turnover (fig.6) [12] 
[23] [44]. ATP’s competition for an Mg2+ chelated within the ATPase protein could be 
assumed to change the dipolar state of the ATPase. The ATPase activity may results in a 
coordinative phosphorylation, which may change electrostatic attractions into 
repulsions, within the subunits of the K+ and Na+ carriers [12] [44] [45]. The ATPase-
dependent changes in the state of attraction between subunits of the carriers result in the 
appearance of dynamic structural modifications, which allow synchrony between K+ 
uptake and Na+ extrusion by the cell [12]. This also requires synchronization between 
availability of glucose and Mg2+ [46]. If the glucose generated ATP4- exceeds the 
availability of Mg2+ the effect could destabilize the Mg2+-dependent binding of 
receptors to the membrane. 
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Discussion 
 
The release of Mg2+, from its chelating site at Hb, is an uphill thermodynamic event, 
which could be coupled to a decrease in free energy when 2,3-DPG binds to Hb. The 
overall process involves a decrease in free energy, because the H2O of the cluster could 
compete for the R-groups released in Hb when Mg2+ and O2 an release into the CSF-
brain-system. 
 
It is generally believe that synaptic plasticity implies structural changes that follow 
protein synthesis or in parallel. Molecular interaction affecting plasticity could involve 
formation of protein/enzymes complexes changing their heat-stability. It has been 
assume that a causal pathway for stress-pathologies may result from overexposure to 
epinephrine inactivating brain AC [17].  
 
Thermal-stability within limits may also have a participation in plasticity mechanisms, 
acting for selective memory processing. For example, euglena could synthetize de novo 
an induced-acid phosphatase of decreased thermal-stability, in response to phosphate 
deprivation/starvation, which is differentiable from the constitutive-enzyme [47]. 
 
Thus, reversion mechanisms could add structural plasticity based in the differentiable 
perdurance of some protein structures. 
 
This may become part of an overall recognition process in which the stimulus frequency 
for example, differentiate dim from brighter light by the number of the impulses 
conducted by the implicate retinal cells. 
 
Proteins like ATPase, AC and Na+/K+-pump interacting with the associative-
dissociative states of Mg2+, are in a conformational turnover, which allows energy-
transfer between molecules in the electrogenic membrane. Interatomic distances in the 
(donor protein)−H…(associate molecule) system: donor protein H-bonding distance 
≈0.110 nm, whereas H…associate molecule distance is ≈0.160 to 0.200 nm. A non-
equilibrium system surges if a protein, after being an optimal H2O-donor by changing 
conformation, could become a poor H2O-acceptor. 
 
Restructuring of H-bonds, supporting the hydration shells of ions and proteins, could be 
regarded as dissipative states [14] [48] during turnover of the hydration-protein 
structures. The open system operation involves the uptake of glucose, which through 
aerobic glycolysis generates ATP as an enthalpy input, by its role as the chemical 
source of energy within the system. The output events became evident because the H-
bonds thermodynamics maintains a no-equilibrium by incrementing entropy within the 
coupled (H2O)n. 
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A tight coupling, changing the hydration shells of protein molecules, could equilibrate 
with the clustering state of surrounding water, without significant disrupting the 
homeostatic brain temperature [19]. Hence, the capture of heat by the breaking of H-
bonds results in smaller sized clusters, within the system. This is so, because the 
distance separating in a cluster (H2O)n, oxygen from oxygen, seeks to reach a local 
energy minimum, by changes in its charge distribution couple to its release of heat at 
lower temperature. The break and reform of H-bond in (H2O)n occurs in 0.2×10-12 s, but 
to reach an stationary state could take additional time [25] [26]. 
 
The thermic equilibrium of hydration shells-(H2O)n at CSF became retarded because the 
rate of CSF outflow from the brain system, allows its removal at the rate of 3.7 volumes 
of 160cm3 of CSF renewal/day. The organismal open system allows outflow of water 
[14]. A retarded thermic equilibrium at the lower temperature, outside the body, allows 
reforming cluster sizes, because the dipolar electrostatic attraction between H2O 
molecules is a spontaneous process [21] [22]. 
 
The turnover of the structural hydration of proteins conform a series of less and less 
reversible events. Vectorial kinetics becomes a manifestation of the no-equilibrium 
conditions maintained by the open system [13] [14]. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Hb is a carrier discharging at CSF, not only O2 but also Mg2+, because both increase 
affinity for each other during Hb-oxygenation. The modeling of this process illustrates 
the Hb dynamics and shows that a protein could modify its internal R-groups reactivity, 
to allow intracoupling between activatory and inhibitory sites. 
 
Deoxygenation of Hb releasing 4O2 and 2Mg2+ in CSF, (fig.4 and fig.5), may overcome 
the NA-AC refractory/latency condition (fig.2) by allowing Mg2+-dependent coupling of 
AC with receptors to respond to neurotransmitter (fig.3). 
A procedure differentiating ligand water from that in the surroundings of proteins is 
sought elsewhere with very expensive equipment, which indicates the advantage of the 
one described to obtain the results reported in fig.1. 
 
At ATPase level, the glycerol methodology allowed to evaluate the number of water 
molecules, required to influence protein conformational changes. Hence, the finding 
illustrate that a turnover between states of hydration shells could result in molecular 
conformational oscillations. These ones are distinct and differentiable from temperature 
originated changes in rotation, translation and vibrational kinetics. The latter could be 
though as directionless and not leading to predictable or reproducible oscillations. 
Hence, it could not be expected that heat-randomness, could support vectorial kinetics 
for a specific signal-transmissions at the neuronal membrane. 
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It is proposed that H-bond kinetics allows molecular transitions to signal for 
information because allows the differentiation of vectorial processes from non-vectorial 
thermal tendencies to equilibrium [13]. 
 
This conceptualization of a water mediated flow of energy, driving the non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics of electrogenic membranes, has been applied to schematize a 
consistent physicochemical modeling of neuronal activity. 
 
This one allows to integrate the interaction of the hydric shells of enzymes and 
receptors, through a Mg2+-mediated sizing of ions for their translocation within the Na+-
ion pump. Hydration shells-dependent changes modify the dipolar state of protein 
molecules within the membrane for charge-conductance. Thus, this modeling predicts 
that hydration-transfer processes could retrieve LTM information [46] [4], to modulate 
the nerve impulse. 
 
The modal model of short-term memory (STM), relates its capacity to about 7 elements 
per a period measure in seconds for preceding LTM [49]. STM implies subsequent 
neuronal changes to become stabilized by memory affirmation processes [17]. The 
latter, supports a behavior-cAMP linked model for LTM [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. 
Some researchers support a unitary memory hypothesis [50]. At the molecular level 
NA-AC negative cooperativity, could reflect the enzyme capability to receive signals 
preceding its activation (fig.2) and for activation (fig.3). Thus, the lack of free ion Mg2+ 
may install a refractory period, which permits a variation of the rate of nerve impulse. 
 
The binding of the newly synthetized proteins to the membrane [25] allows that by, 
stimulation through ion and/or charge displacements, the inserted proteins respond with 
changes in their hydric and dipolar states [13]. This produces conformational changes 
involved in the configuration of the H-bonds of receptors inserted in the neuronal 
membrane. These ones generate discrete oscillatory states, which as excited states of the 
electronic-lattices of inserted molecules within the membrane, may dissipate in about 
2000ns. Quantum mechanics evaluates by their frequency distinct oscillatory states, to 
which assigns a wave function. These could be conserved for even longer periods if in 
resonance within a neuronal network. 
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